
Materials research and presentation: 

Briefing for students 
 

Reading 20T: Text to Read         

 

The task 

In this unit, we hope you will take a deeper interest in some of the wide range of materials people have either 

discovered or invented, and used. It is no exaggeration to say the material world profoundly influences our 

civilisation and so our lives. 

We have designed the course so that you gain the background knowledge to: 

1. Research one material of your choice. 

2. Make a presentation about it. 

There are many novel materials, but you could also look at a traditional or historical material. Working 

intensively, the total time you spend on this task should be in the range of three to five hours. 

You are expected to: 

1. Show the relationships between the bulk properties of the material and its use. 

2. Set your material in a context. 

This forms one of three coursework tasks which make up assessment unit 3 of the AS course. There are four 

strands to the assessment of your work: 

1. Independence and initiative: use of resources. 

2. Use of knowledge, skill and understanding of physics. 

3. Quality of communication. 

4. Placing the material in a wider context. 

The criteria for assessment are given in the specification and further details, interpretation and advice in the 

Coursework Handbook, which contains a section of advice to students. 

 



Biomimetics Reading 30T: 
This information sheet will get you started on a case study of biomimetics. It contains a brief introduction, 

which explains why this is a worthwhile topic to study, followed by a list of resources which will point you in 

the direction of the information you need. 

Before you start work, study the questions in the final section; these could help you focus your thinking on this 

topic. 

Why study nature? 

Long before humans had mastered even the most elementary materials (such as stone) or the simplest of 

engineering principles (such as the wheel), nature had evolved thousands of elegant and intelligent solutions to 

the problems of everyday life. Think of traps like a spider's web, the economic packaging of leaves and petals 

in a bud, the strength of wood and the toughness of mother-of-pearl which lines the shells of molluscs. Rather 

late in the day, humans have realised that they might be able to turn nature's material science to their own 

advantage. Modern analytical methods are revealing the inner structures of biological materials, while a study 

of natural design principles may be applied to human engineering problems. This new science is called 

biomimetics and it is 21st-century science, ready to take its place alongside polymer science and metallurgy in 

offering us advanced materials and design solutions to a wide range of problems. 

Resources to use 

The following references will be useful: 

Papers 
These background papers explain the principles of biomimetics and give some examples of the science in 

practice: 

Vincent J 1996 Tricks of nature New Scientist (17 August) 38–40 (written by one of the world's leading experts 

in biomimetics) 
 

Ch 4 Reading 20T 'Materials from Nature' 

There are several short features on biological materials in New Scientist, but they will not be indexed under 

biomimetics; look for the material itself, for example wood, bone. 
 

Books 

Amato I 1997 Stuff: the Materials the World is Made Of (Avon Books). Pages 157–70  

This contains a discussion on biomimetic materials covering their history, some of the pros and cons, and a 

detailed description of the structures of several biological materials such as nut and mollusc shells, along with 

an indication of their present and future applications. 
 

Ball P 1997 Made to Measure: New Materials for the 21st Century (Princeton University Press).  

Chapter 4 contains a lengthy and detailed discussion on biological materials, including a section on spider silk, 

wood, mother-of-pearl and bone. There is a short section on biomimetics too, but this deals mainly with design 

principles rather than materials. Check the bibliography which contains many extra useful references. 

Working with Materials: Wood, Metal, Plastic 1996 Collins Real World Technology (Collins Educational).  

All you need to know about wood, its properties and applications! 
 

Lewington A 1990 Plants for People (Natural History Museum Publications).  

Lots of information about the origins and applications of plant materials such as cotton, silk and wood. 
 

Vincent J F V 1990 Structural Biomaterials (Princeton University Press).  

Technical, but good for looking up facts and figures. 
 

Getting started: 

Questions to think about 

1. What are the main differences in structure between biological materials and metals? 

2. Is biomimetics all about copying nature? 

3. Could biomimetics ever become as big as the plastics industry? 

4. Wood is a very abundant material on the planet. Can we find new uses for it? What could it replace? 

5. What other biological materials have untapped potential? Could they find new applications in their 

present form – or would it be better just to use the concept and create a new material from it? Can you find 

examples of each? 

 

 



Introduction to proteins Reading 40T: 

Proteins are essential components of all living things. They have a wide variety of biological functions, 

including transport (e.g. haemoglobin), nutrition (e.g. digestive enzymes such as trypsin) and support (e.g. the 

muscle protein myosin and collagen). 
 

These substances are all very different, but they are all built up in the same way. Proteins are large molecules 

which are built up as long chains of 'building blocks' called amino acids. Twenty different types of amino acids 

are found naturally in proteins. The sequence of amino acids in a particular protein chain determines the shape 

and function of that protein. An enormous number of proteins can be built up from these 20 units. This is like 

building up thousands of words from the 26 letters of the alphabet – but some proteins are many thousands of 

units long! 
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Proteins are very small – far too small for their detailed structure to be visible even using the most powerful 

electron microscopes. Scientists use the technique of x-ray diffraction to calculate the structures of proteins 

from the way in which x-rays are scattered by the arrangement of atoms in a crystal. We now know the 

structures of thousands of different proteins. 

This is a picture of a protein crystal, as seen down an ordinary light microscope. Although proteins are 

complicated molecules, their crystals usually have simple shapes, and look rather like crystals which can be 

grown from common substances like salt. 

Diffraction pattern 

When a beam of x-rays is shone at a protein crystal, different regular layers of atoms 'reflect' the x-rays. This 

produces beams of x-rays which 'scattered' in different directions. The scattered x-rays are more intense in some 

directions than others, so they form patterns which look like this: 
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The pattern of atoms making up the protein – the protein structure – can be reconstructed from this pattern 

using powerful computers. 

Ferritin 

The structures of small proteins can be easiest to understand. Ferritin is a small protein which is built up from 

about 180 amino acids. It is found in mammals, including humans; it is involved in storing iron in a soluble, 

non-toxic form so that it can be transported easily and safely around the body. 

The structure of ferritin, or of any protein, can be represented in several different ways. Each of these display 

styles shows something different about the protein's shape or function. 
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In this picture the bonds between atoms are shown as 'sticks'. You can't see the atoms at all, but you can tell 

where they are as there is an atom at each end of each bond. The bonds are colour-coded by the element type: 

Carbon atoms are grey, oxygen atoms are red and nitrogen atoms are blue. Hydrogen atoms are not shown in 

this structure – this is quite common. There is therefore only one other element shown here – sulphur. Can you 

guess, without looking at the structure, what colour is used to represent sulphur? Were you right? 

What do you think that this style of displaying molecules is most useful for? (Hint: think about scaling up the 

molecule so that you can see it in more detail.) 
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This is very similar to the 'stick' model but the position of each atom is also shown as a 'ball'. The radius of each 

colour of ball is proportional to the size of an atom of each element. 

This style is commonly used in plastic models of atoms and molecules. 
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If you could shrink yourself down to atomic size, you would not see the bonds between atoms at all. Instead, 

you might see atoms as very roughly spherical 'clouds' of electrons surrounding the tiny nuclei. The 

'spacefilling' model shown here is therefore the most 'realistic'. Again, each atom is shown as a sphere, but the 

spheres are larger and the bonds are not visible. 

Is it easy to see the structure of the molecule? 
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None of the styles you have seen already is very good at showing the way that a protein chain folds. This 

protein consists of four long coils called 'helices', and one shorter coil, all joined by loops. Go back to the other 

representations. Can you see the chain, even knowing roughly what it should look like? 

People have developed 'cartoon' representations of proteins to illustrate the path of the protein chain. This is 

still ferritin; it's now very easy to see the helices and loops. Each helix is coloured separately. 
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Sometimes it is useful to look at the protein as a two-dimensional 'schematic' illustration. This is a two-

dimensional schematic picture of ferritin, with the helices shown in the same colours. The chain starts at the 

'bottom' of the blue helix (blue arrow) and ends at the 'top' of the red helix. Can you see the long loop between 

the green and yellow helices in the three-dimensional cartoon? 

You should always remember that although this is a very useful way of looking at protein structure, it is totally 

unrealistic. Real proteins don't look at all like these cartoons! 

 

Adaptable, composites, mechanical characteristics Hip replacements Reading 50T: 
This information sheet will get you started on a case study of hip replacements. It contains a brief introduction, 

which explains why this is a worthwhile topic to study, followed by a list of resources which will point you in 

the direction of the information you need. 

Before you start work, study the questions in the final section; these should help you focus your thinking on this 

topic. 

Bone repair: Materials science to the rescue 

Bone serves us superbly as a scaffolding material which supports and protects our bodies. However, like other 

biological materials, it changes as we age (think of skin) because of biological and mechanical wear and tear. 

The joints, the places where bones meet, are especially vulnerable in this respect and damaged joints greatly 

impair mobility as well as being extremely painful. Fortunately a damaged joint can be replaced by a prosthesis 

(the general term for an artificial body part). The hip joint is actually the most common prosthesis, with around 

40 000 hip replacement operations being performed each year in the UK (and half a million world-wide). 

Replacements of the knee, shoulder and finger joints are also fairly common operations. 

Joint replacements have a high success rate and it used to be that the prosthesis would last a person for the rest 

of his or her life. However, as the population ages, and as more prostheses are given to younger people, more 

prostheses are failing (their average lifetime is only 10–15 years). Up to 20% of all joint replacement operations 

(costing around £5000) are repeats. It is not the material of the prosthesis itself which fails – more that the joint 

works loose because of the way the body responds to the material (in a nutshell, the prosthesis weakens the 

surrounding bone). Here is a marvellous opportunity for materials scientists to save the NHS money and to give 

people a better quality of life – by searching for better materials for hip replacements. The researchers are 

already making good progress. Bone replacement materials (which could one day be used in joint replacements) 

are already being tested in people, to repair bone damage in the skull, jaw, ear and spine. 

Resources to use 

The following references should be useful: 

Papers 

Bonfield W and Tanner E 1997 Biomaterials – a new generation Materials World (January) 18–20 

Professor Bonfield is one the leading experts in bone replacement materials – his description of his work on 

Hapex, a composite bone mimic, is well worth reading. He also discusses materials currently used in hip 

replacement. 
 

Pengelly A 1998 Implanting wisdom Materials World (December) 758–60 

A materials scientist describes, from his own experience, what it is like to have a hip replacement, discusses the 

problems and suggests some solutions. 
 

Peppas N A and Langer R 1994 New challenges in biomaterials Science 263 

A more technical report which gives an overview of the whole field of biomaterials. You may like to include 

some of these ideas and examples in your case study. 
 

Books 
Ball P 1997 Made to Measure: New Materials for the 21st Century (Princeton University Press) (chapter 5 

Spare parts, structural repairs) pp 221–6 

A good introduction to the topic, and an overview of some of the new materials which are being developed for 

bone repair. 
 

Callister W D Jr 1997 Materials Science and Engineering: an Introduction (Wiley) (chapter 23 section 6 

Artificial total hip replacement) pp 732–8 



Although this is a university textbook, don't be put off, because this section contains all the facts you need 

about the materials currently used in hip replacements, as well as describing the requirements needed in 

materials to be used in the body. 
 

Revise/learn some not too complex biology about bone and joints (any textbook of biology, anatomy or 

physiology). 

Visits 
Find out what your local hospital is doing in the area of joint replacement (check with your teacher first to see 

how best to approach them). You may be able to chat to an orthopaedic surgeon, find out how many operations 

are done, see the prostheses and find out more about costs and generally find out how this aspect of materials 

science is benefiting your own community. 

Getting started: 

Questions to think about 

1. What are some of the reasons for people needing hip and other bone replacements? 

2. What are the properties of bone that bone replacement materials need to mimic? How far can they do 

so? 

3. What properties would you expect of a material that is to remain in the human body for several years (or 

even for life)? 

4. Describe the properties (give figures, if you can) of the materials used in hip replacements (note: these 

include metals, ceramics and plastics). 

5. Describe some of the new materials being developed for bone replacement, giving their expected 

advantage over current materials. 

6. What are the benefits for individuals and for society as a whole in developing new bone replacement 

materials? 

 

Contact lenses Reading 60T: 
This information sheet will get you started on a case study of contact lenses. It contains a brief introduction, 

which explains why this is a worthwhile topic to study, followed by a list of resources which will point you in 

the direction of the information you need. 

Before you start work, study the questions in the final section; these should help you focus your thinking on this 

topic. 

Materials to see through: A century of contact lenses 

Contact lenses are an excellent example of how materials to suit a particular purpose have evolved over time. 

Having spectacles made of glass is one thing (and now even these are made of plastic) but imagine putting a 

piece of glass onto the surface of your eye in order to see better. Yet the first contact lenses, made in 1887, were 

actually made of glass, because there were no other suitable materials available. It was only with the discovery 

of plastics, from the 1930s, that the use of contact lenses became widespread. 

Today, they are made from a variety of transparent polymers, and there are several different types of  lenses – 

from soft lenses which last for many months and lenses you can sleep in, to daily disposable ones and even 

tinted lenses that change the colour of your eyes. In short, the contact lens wearer has never had so much 

choice, thanks to advances in materials science. 

The main classes of contact lens materials are listed below: 

1. Hard contact lenses (not much worn now) are made from polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) commonly 

known as Perspex. This is a transparent, rigid plastic which does not allow oxygen to pass through it. 

2. Soft contact lenses (long-term and disposable) are made from a class of polymers known as hydrogels. 

Most of them are based upon a polymer called hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA) which contains hydroxyl 

(OH) side chains. These attract water molecules, forming a hydrogel material which is part way between a solid 

and a liquid. Hydrogels are very flexible, and mould easily to the contours of the eye. They also allow some 

oxygen through, which is essential to the health of the eye. They contain between 35 and 80% water. 

3. Several types of polymer containing silicon have been tried for rigid gas-permeable lenses that, because 

they allow oxygen through, are suitable for extended wear. Silicone rubber lenses, for instance, offer no barrier 

to oxygen. However, most of the silicon-containing polymers are very hydrophobic (in contrast to the hydrogels 

which are hydrophilic), which makes them fundamentally incompatible with the eye. There has been more 

success with gas-permeable lenses made of polymers containing fluorine side chains. 

We require a great deal from a material to be used in contact lenses, and none of the examples above quite fits 

the bill – which is why the search for new and improved materials continues. 



Resources to use 

Revise, or read up on, the optics of the eye and disorders of refraction such as short-sightedness (myopia) in a 

biology textbook (or ask a friend doing biology to explain this to you) so you can relate this to the job contact 

lenses do. 

If you wear glasses or contact lenses yourself, you could interview your optician (or write with a list of 

questions) to find out more about who wears which kinds of lenses and the factors involved in prescribing 

them. 

Getting started: 
Questions to think about 

1. What properties must a contact lens material possess (go beyond material properties for this one). 

2. List the advantages and disadvantages of contact lenses compared with spectacles. 

3. Which is the better type of material for contact lenses – hydrophobic or hydrophilic? Why? If you don't 

understand these words, look them up. 

4. What types of visual defect can contact lenses correct? (illustrate with graphics). 

5. List the advantages and disadvantages of (a) hard contact lenses, (b) daily disposables and (c) extended-

wear lenses. 

 

Adaptable, metals, ceramics, alloyMetal alloys: Then and now Reading 70T: 

This information sheet is intended to help you get started on a case study that looks at our manipulation of 

metals to produce predictable and desired properties. There is a brief introduction that explains why this is a 

worthwhile topic to study and there are resources that will point you in the direction of the information you 

need. 

A history of metallurgy 

The extraordinary rise of Homo sapiens over the past few thousand years goes hand in hand with the mastery 

the species has attained over materials. From the first stone knives and axes to today's complex and tailor-made 

artefacts, our species has manipulated the raw materials of the planet and transformed them to match our own 

needs. 

In this case study you might choose to look at the broad history of metallurgy, at a specific material of 

importance in past times, or one that is important now. 

The history of western European metallurgy goes something like: 

 

Stone Age (up to 4500 BP) (BP means 'years before the present')  

 Bronze Age (about 4500 to 2500 BP)  

  Iron Age (from about 2500 BP)  

   Steel Age (200 BP)  

    Plastics Age (50–100 BP)  

     Superalloys Age (the one we are in!)  
 

You could take a broad historical look at all the developments represented in this list. 

Ask yourself questions about the materials and their fabrication and about the way that they came into use. Why 

did we begin to use one material more than another? What made us change from one material to another? Was 

it some change in the needs of the people of the time? Or did some development enable a difficult material to 

be worked easily? Are there any parallels between the use of materials and the arts and sciences of the time? 

What about the architecture, what were bridges and buildings constructed from? How did the materials affect 

the lives of the wealthy or of ordinary people? Did nomads use different materials from town dwellers? 

Alternatively, you could consider just one material in more detail. Here are three lists of questions for you 

relating to three of the materials: bronze, steel and the superalloys being developed today. 

Bronze 
What is bronze? How was it made? To what uses was it put? Is bronze used today? Was it, during the Bronze 

Age, a common material or was it confined to the rich people? What are the tensile properties of bronze? How 

do these reflect the uses to which it was put? In what ways did it change people's lives? 

Steel 
Steel is another material that has been of great importance in our historical development. What is its history? 

Has it always been used the way it is today? What are pig iron, wrought iron, steel? Which important scientists 

and engineers contributed to its history? Have all cultures used steel in the way we do in the West? 



Superalloys 

If you have access to Ivan Amato's book (see Resources to use) read chapter 7. He gives three detailed 

examples of superalloys: the steel alloy used for fuel pump bearings in the Space Shuttle (this pump operates in 

probably one of the most hostile environments in the world), the development of a lighter but stronger metal for 

gears, and self-sealing steels that 'repair' themselves. 

Choose one of these examples and try to amplify what Amato covers. What are the requirements for a bearing 

steel or a gear? What are the metals with a memory that he describes? What other uses might these metals 

have? 

Consider the Olson diagrams he describes. Try to understand how modern materials scientists are more 

predictive about their new materials than people were able to be 50 or 100 years ago. What are the reasons for 

this? (And if you want some light relief, look at the Olson diagram for ice cream and try to find out something 

about how it is made in the kitchen and commercially!) 

Resources to use 
There are some large questions in this case study. You can find many books on the history of science and 

engineering that give accounts of the history of materials, including detailed descriptions of processes. 

Alexander W and Street A Metals in the Service of Man (Penguin) 

Amato I 1997 Stuff: the Materials the World is Made Of (Avon Books) 

Bronowski J 1973 The Ascent of Man (BBC Books) 

Derry T K and Williams T I 1960 A Short History of Technology (Oxford University Press) 

Gordon J E 1968 The New Science of Strong Materials, or Why You Don't Fall Through the Floor (Penguin) 

Gordon J E 1978 Structures, or Why Things Don't Fall Down (Penguin)  

All these books will take you on into other texts and convey to you the wonderful story of metals technologies. 

 

Cakes, confectionery and chocolate Reading 80T: 

This information sheet will get you started on a case study of chocolate and related foodstuffs. It contains a 

brief introduction, which explains why this is a worthwhile topic to study, followed by a list of resources which 

will point you in the direction of the information you need. 

Before you start work, study the questions in the final section; these should help you focus your thinking on this 

topic. 

Fats, sugar and a large measure of materials science 

Whatever your view on the nutritional value of chocolate, sweets, cakes and biscuits, they are all fascinating to 

study from a materials point of view. The main component of chocolate, for example, is cocoa butter – a fat 

which is extracted from the cocoa bean. Unlike other natural fats, cocoa butter is remarkably uniform in its 

composition and has a sharp melting point of 34 °C (just below body temperature). These simple physical facts 

underpin the whole of the chocolate industry; chocolate is either solid or liquid – with no in-between stages 

(compare butter) – and it melts in the mouth, giving a pleasing cooling effect that adds to the taste sensation. 

Sweets are based on sugar, and food scientists can produce a wide range of different textures and mechanical 

properties in confectionery just by controlling the size of the sugar crystals as a product is manufactured (not 

unlike the manufacture of different steels, in fact). And we should also mention ice-cream – an impressive 

material made from just fat, sugar and air. Biscuits and cakes rely on the action of heat to create interesting 

materials from simple ingredients – flour, sugar and eggs. 

Many food materials are composites (and manufacturers are dreaming up new concoctions all the time). 

Whatever the latest recipe or process, though, it must produce a material with a tensile strength that gives a 

pleasing texture in the mouth. We expect our food to break down into pieces as we chew – but how it does this 

is important, for it must release its flavour at a rate compatible with our rate of chewing – otherwise the 

experience would be distinctly unpleasant. These are the kinds of questions that material scientists specialising 

in food are currently researching. 

Resources to use 

McGee H 1997 On Food and Cooking: the Science and Lore of the Kitchen (Collier Books). This book contains 

all you need to know about the history and science of chocolate, ice cream, confectionery and baked goods – 

see chapters 1, 6 and 8. 

Getting started: 
Questions to think about 

1. Can you describe, say, ten confectionery, cake or biscuit products that could be classed as composite 

materials and give their main components? 



2. What are the mechanical properties of a chocolate bar? 

3. Find out how one particular product in this category is manufactured from its raw materials. 

4. How big is the chocolate / confectionery / biscuits and cakes industry in the UK? 

5. Why do we find these foods appealing? What aspects of material properties are involved? 

6. Dream up a new type of chocolate bar or sweet, based on what you have learned about the basic 

ingredients and the kind of materials they can form when processed together – then make a sales pitch to your 

company outlining the materials science involved. 

 

Environmentally friendly plastics Reading 90T 
This information sheet will get you started on a case study of how plastics which are easier to dispose of are 

being developed, and why this is important for the environment. It contains a brief introduction, which explains 

why this is a worthwhile topic to study, followed by a list of resources which will point you in the direction of 

the information you need. 

Before you start work, study the questions in the final section; these should help you focus your thinking on this 

topic. 

Reducing waste with new polymer materials 
The properties that make plastics such excellent materials for so many applications are their downfall when it 

comes to their disposal. They are physically and chemically inert, which means they withstand corrosion and 

wear during their lifetime. But when it comes to throwing them away, they linger for many years, taking up 

valuable space in landfill sites and generally having a negative effect on the environment. In Europe, 7% by 

mass of household waste is composed of plastics. But the volume taken up in landfill dumping by plastic 

packaging and related products is larger than this, because plastics have low density (another of their apparently 

desirable material properties). 

Over the last 20 years or so, materials scientists have become more environmentally aware, and tend to think in 

terms of a 'cradle to grave' (lifetime cycle) analysis of their products. This means that disposal of a material 

becomes a vital part of the cost/benefit equation. With any material there are three main disposal options: 

landfill (dumping), incineration (burning) or recycling. For plastics, the latter two options have not, to date, 

proved to be particularly economic or practical. 

That is why there have been developments in creating polymers which degrade more easily once they are 

disposed of in landfill. There are four basic categories of these new materials, which are listed below: 

1. Biodegradable polymers, like Biopol; these are made by bacteria and can easily be broken down (by 

bacteria) in the environment, because of their chemical structure. 

2. Photodegradable polymers. These are synthetic materials with chemical bonds which are broken by 

sunlight, rendering the polymer chain more accessible to degrading bacteria in the soil where the material is 

dumped. 

3. Synthetic biodegradable plastics. Like Biopol, in principle, these have starch granules embedded in 

polymer chains. This means that bacteria degrade the material into tiny particles which are, in turn, more easily 

broken down. 

4. Water-soluble plastics. These contain hydoxyl groups, which are water soluble. 

Resources to use 
Callister W D Jr 1997 Materials Science and Engineering: an Introduction 4th edn (Wiley) chapter 24 

A university textbook, but don't be put off; chapter 24 is all about environmental considerations and the use of 

materials. It is a fairly easy read and will give you all the background you need for this case study. 
 

Emsley J 1994 The Consumer's Good Chemical Guide (W H Freeman) 

Emsley J 1998 Molecules at an Exhibition (W H Freeman) 

Two chemistry books with plenty of useful material on plastics manufacture and disposal. 
 

ICI/University of York Polymer Industry Education Centre Polymers: Information and Activity Book (section 

7, Biodegradable polymers) 

Another chemistry book, but it contains essential information on Biopol from its original manufacturer. 
 

Getting started: 
Things to think about 

1. What is meant by the term biodegradable? 

2. What types of plastics can be incinerated or recycled? 

3. Why are biodegradable polymers expensive? 



4. Describe the recycling symbols given on the labels of plastic products. 

5. What are the facts and figures for plastics waste in the UK? World-wide? 

6. Is plastics waste worse for the environment than metal or glass waste? 

 

Titanic and Challenger Reading 100T: 
This information sheet is intended to help you get started researching a case where a material has failed with 

disastrous consequences – either the sinking of the Titanic or the destruction of the Space Shuttle Challenger. 

There is a brief introduction that explains why each topic may be interesting to study, followed by a listing of 

resources to point you in the direction of the information you need. 

Before you start work, study the questions in the final section of each topic; these could help you focus your 

thinking. 

Titanic 
On 15 April 1912, during its maiden voyage, the White Star Line's Titanic sank with the loss of 1500 lives. This 

disaster has gripped the public imagination ever since, and there are many questions surrounding the tragedy. 

There have been suggestions that the ship was incomplete when it sailed and that there were poor decisions 

about the construction and design of the vessel. You could focus on two aspects of the incident: either the ship 

itself or the properties of the iceberg that caused its destruction. 

 

The ship 
Ships are made of steel; the plates are riveted together to make a hull which is (more or less) watertight. In the 

Titanic complete sections of the hull and the structure were designed so that they could be isolated from each 

other to prevent seawater in one section from spreading throughout the ship. This design failed because the 

water was able to move over the top of the watertight sections. But there have also been questions about the 

quality of the steel used in the hull – its metallurgy. Materials science in the 1910s was less advanced than it is 

today and you will be able to find articles that discuss some of the conclusions reached following the sampling 

of steel taken from the hull during recent salvage work. 

There are a wide variety of articles that refer to the Titanic disaster in both printed and electronic form. This 

interest has been re-kindled following the making of an epic film on the subject during the late 1990s. 

1. What recent evidence is there about the metallurgy of the ship's hull? There have been underwater 

examinations of the fracture itself and chemical analyses of damaged metal removed from the wreck. 

2. What does this evidence show? 

3. How would metallurgists treat the problem of designing the material for the hull today? What solutions 

might they develop? 

The ice 

The ice tore a huge hole in the side of the ship, which on the face of it is surprising for we tend to think of ice as 

a weak, plastic, rather slippery material. This is wrong. Ice – especially ice below the melting point – can be a 

strong and resilient substance. During the Second World War there was even a proposal to construct an aircraft 

carrier from a composite of ice and wood pulp. 

An Atlantic iceberg consists of old ice. Most icebergs calve from the ice pack and then move into the region 

between northern Canada and Greenland. As many as seven years can elapse before the berg moves south and 

into the shipping lanes. During this time the ice will recrystallise and change its mechanical properties as it does 

so. But this time span is as nothing compared to the age of the ice crystals which originally fell on Greenland to 

make the iceberg. This snow could have fallen in 1000 BC and be calving from the edge of the ice sheet today. 

You could develop a case study that investigates the mechanical properties of ice either in its pure form or as 

berg ice. You might begin with the book The Physics of Glaciers by W S B Paterson (Pergamon Press), 

available in a number of editions. 

1. What processes occur in the ice during the long interval between snowfall and iceberg calving? 

2. How does the grain shape and the grain size change in the ice (i) before it leaves the ice sheet, (ii) once 

it has entered the sea? 

3. What are the mechanical properties of the ice? 

4. How do the mechanical properties of the iceberg and the steel of the Titanic's hull compare? 

Challenger 
In 1986 the Space Shuttle Challenger was destroyed in an explosion shortly after take-off. This tragedy stunned 

the world and halted space flights by NASA for a significant time. A subsequent board of enquiry found that 

the probable cause of the accident was faulty O-rings in the fuel tanks. The story of the discovery of the 



problem is an interesting one and features one of the great twentieth-century physicists, Richard Feynman. In a 

famous televised session he demonstrated  the problem with the O-rings to his fellow committee and a huge 

television audience using some simple but effective apparatus. He wrote about this in his book (1989), What Do 

You Care What Other People Think? (Bantam Books). You may also find it interesting to scan the New 

Scientist CD-ROM if you can obtain access to it (New Scientist 5 August 1995). Finally, there is a 20 minute 

sequence introducing the problem in a video package produced for schools in the Teaching Pack of 

Experiments in Materials Science  published by the Institute of Materials. You may wish to use part of this 

video to illustrate an oral presentation. 

1. What was the problem with the O-ring material? How was the problem cured? 

2. Could you, in your presentation, demonstrate the O-ring problem in a similar way to Richard Feynman? 

(Hint: the temperature difference between the compartment of a domestic freezer and boiling water is about 120 

ºC.) 

3. Were there other problems relating to the decision-making process at NASA? 

4. Have there been further O-ring failures in the space programme? 

 

Paper versus plastic Reading 110T 
This information sheet will get you started on a case study of how to assess the overall cost/benefit ratio of two 

different materials – paper and polystyrene – as used for making a disposable coffee cup. It contains a brief 

introduction, which explains why this is a worthwhile topic to study, followed by a list of resources which will 

point you in the direction of the information you need. 

Before you start work, study the questions in the final section; these should help you focus your thinking on this 

topic. 

Cradle to grave: A full environmental audit 
So far, you have looked at materials in use, appreciated how their properties match them to their job and seen 

how designer materials have been created from insights into the structure of everyday materials like materials, 

plastics and ceramics. But that is only part of the story. Increasingly, as natural resources dwindle under the 

demands an increasing human population puts on them, it has become necessary to consider materials in the 

context of their life cycle. Cradle to grave or life cycle analysis means just what it says; the costs to society and 

the environment of the manufacture of a material, and the corresponding costs of its disposal, are now seen as 

important as the cost/benefit analysis of the material in use. 

There is a tendency to assume that natural materials – paper, wood and so on – are always best, at least when it 

comes to manufacturing and disposal costs. So you may be surprised that a life cycle analysis of the costs and 

benefits of a paper cup compared to a polystyrene cup shows that the plastic squares up better to the analysis 

than its common image may suggest. But the main lesson to take away from this case study is that such 

comparisons are complex and you can rarely give a clear-cut decision on which material is best. 

The important thing, however, is to put materials into this broad context – considering their whole life cycle – 

so that we can, in the future, make wise choices of materials that will benefit both the increasing human 

population and the global environment. 

Resources to use 
Here are some references which you may find useful: 

Papers 

Hocking M B 1991 Paper versus polystyrene: a complex choice Science 251 504–5.  

This is the major resource for this case study; although the figures are a little out of date, it is an excellent 

example of how to analyse the various factors in a life cycle assessment of two materials for comparison. 

Although Science is an academic journal, you should not have much difficulty in grasping Hocking's 

arguments. 
 

Emsley J 1991 Degradable plastics. Inside Science New Scientist (19 October).  

This paper, designed for A-level students, puts Hocking's analysis into context. 
 

Books 
Callister W D Jr 1997 Materials Science and Engineering: An Introduction 4th edn chapter 24.  

A readable and up-to-date introduction to the ideas of life cycle analysis and environmental audit. 
 

Emsley J 1994 The Consumer's Good Chemical Guide (W H Freeman) chapter 6.  

All about the environmental impact of plastics. 
 



Getting started: 

Questions to think about 

1. What is meant by life cycle analysis? 

2. What are the potential adverse environmental impacts of the main classes of materials: metals, 

polymers, glasses and ceramics? 

3. Are natural materials always best? 

4. Construct a flow chart showing the 'cradle to grave' analysis of a material of your choice. 

Light-bulb filaments Reading 120T 
This information sheet is intended to help you get started on a case study into aspects of the design of light 

bulbs. It contains a brief introduction which explains why this is a worthwhile topic to study, followed by a list 

of resources that will point you in the direction of the information you need. Finally, there are some questions 

to help you focus on the problem. 

White hot makes light 
We take it for granted: a flick of a switch and the light comes on. The ability to illuminate our own world has 

changed society immeasurably over the past hundred or so years since Edison's invention of the light bulb. 

What could be simpler than passing an electric current through a metal wire until it glows white-hot? Yet the 

technology and science surrounding the apparently simple filament lamp are fascinating and complex. 

Consider some of the facts: the filaments operate at roughly 2500 °C and they reach this temperature in a 

fraction of a second. There are very real design problems (both mechanical and metallurgical) in developing 

materials that can accept this harsh treatment not just once but many times throughout their lifetime. The most 

common filament material is tungsten. The high temperature in itself is not a problem for tungsten (it melts at 

3390 °C), but there are more serious flaws in the pure metal as far as the metallurgist is concerned. Tungsten 

forms grain shapes that are long and thin and that run parallel to the axis when the metal is drawn through a die. 

Repeated heating–cooling cycles encourage recrystallisation, a transformation that leads to differently shaped 

grains resembling the structure of bamboo. This shape is very prone to creep, especially given the high density 

of tungsten. 

Resources to use 

You may find the following references useful: 

Papers 
New Scientist 1993 Eternal life for light bulbs 137 (no 1861) 21 

There have been a number of articles relevant to this topic in the magazine New Scientist. 
 

Books 

Martin J W 1972 Strong Materials (Wykeham Publications) 

There are many sources of information about the Edison invention. Try almost any encyclopaedia of science. 
 

Getting started: 
Questions to think about 

1. What properties of tungsten make it good or bad for light bulbs? Think widely here: there are 

mechanical, metallurgical and electrical considerations. What did Edison use for his first filament material? 

What advantages and disadvantages did it have? 

2. How does the metallurgist prevent recrystallisation in the tungsten? 

3. What are tungsten–halogen bulbs? What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

4. What techniques have been used to make long-lasting or more efficient light bulbs? To what extent are 

they successful? 

5. What social changes, for example in patterns of working hours, have followed the introduction of 

electric lighting? 

 

Toughened glass Reading 130T 

This information sheet will get you started on a case study of toughened glass. It contains a brief introduction, 

which explains why this is a worthwhile topic to study, followed by a list of resources which will point you in 

the direction of the information you need. 

Before you start work, study the questions in the final section; these could help you focus your thinking on this 

topic. 



Car windscreens 

Most of us have seen the sobering aftermath of a serious accident – shattered glass sometimes on the road, but 

surprisingly often, still intact as a windscreen but now totally opaque. Car windscreens would be very 

dangerous if they fractured like ordinary window-glass. So how are they treated to make the glass more safe 

when broken? 

The mechanical strength of glass is impaired by the presence, in the interior of a glass and on its surface, of 

very small cracks (known as 'Griffith cracks'). These cracks may vary in size between 1 mm and 1 nm. Their 

effect is to distort the stress pattern in a material, concentrating the stress in the region round the tip of the 

crack. The cracks thus act as stress-raisers, and the local stress around the crack can reach the theoretical 

fracture stress, while the general stress level is still well below the breaking stress for the material. 

Clearly, a crack can grow only when the region about it is in a state of tensile stress, so that the way to stop the 

Griffith cracks growing is to ensure that the surface is maintained in a state of compression. In thermal 

toughening, the glass is heated above the temperature at which it melts (its transition temperature), and the 

surface is rapidly chilled. 

Thermal toughening 
In practice this involves rapid cooling as the final stage in the manufacture of the glass article. The outside of 

the glass is cooled to room temperature by means of air jets, with the result that the surface molecules have 

little time to rearrange themselves. The interior cools more slowly; the molecules rearrange themselves so that 

more shrinkage occurs than in the outer layers. Consequently the structure becomes denser from the surface 

inwards, and this means that whereas the outer layers are in compression, the centre layers are in tension. 

When such toughened glass does break, it shatters into small dice because the release of the high stress energy 

goes to creates many new surfaces. These dice are not cubes but have the shape shown in the diagram, where 

the influence of the compressive surface forces and tensile inner forces can be clearly distinguished. 

see diagram on CD rom 

The deformation has the desirable effect of reducing the sharpness of the edges. 

Glass cannot be further processed once it has been toughened in this way, since any disturbance of the surface 

destroys the balance of stresses and causes the glass to shatter. The process of thermal toughening is therefore 

particularly well-suited to the strengthening of flat glass, and of articles of simple shapes, like car windscreens 

and tumblers. It is less applicable to complicated shapes because stresses tend to build up at irregular points, 

and may cause the glass to shatter. 

Air-cooled toughened glass cannot be made thinner than about 3–4 mm, because the surface compressive stress 

is proportional to the temperature gradient created as the air jets play on the surface. The gradient decreases 

with the thickness of the glass. 

Chemical toughening 

In this process, a finished glass product is placed in a fused salt containing alkali ions larger than the alkali ions 

in the glass. The temperature is kept below the temperature at which the glass melts. Some of the surface ions in 

the glass are then replaced by larger ions from the fused salt, and this produces surface stresses which are 

retained on cooling to room temperature, to give the surface the desired state of compression. Thus, if soda-

lime-silica glass is placed in fused potassium nitrate, the cooled glass is found to be considerably strengthened. 

Resources to use 
The following references could be consulted for further information: 

Chown M 1995 Why do teardrops explode? New Scientist 145 (11 February) 

British Glass Manufacturers Federation 1992 Making Glass 3rd edn 

Getting started: 

Questions to think about 

1. Minor collisions often result in fragments of glass on the roadway and in car parks. This glass will not 

puncture the tyres of your bicycle. Collect some samples and see whether the shape of the fragments 

corresponds to that described in the text. 

2. What exactly happens when a windscreen shatters? Consider this from a safety point of view. 

3. Do some research on the composition of glass. 

4. What other uses are there for toughened glass? 

5. What are Prince Rupert's drops? New Scientist carried an article on this topic (see reference above). Can 

you account for the behaviour of Prince Rupert's drops in terms of thermal toughening? 


